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Domaine Matrot

Thierry and Pascale Matrot’s wines are irresistible to Burgundy lovers year on year. Their whites are reliably stunning - not in the 
overt, in-your-face way of some Domaines, but in a more subtle, creep-up-behind-you way. Intense, balanced, stylish, almost shy until 
you realise that the finish is still there and the imprint remains for ages. Their reds are relatively pale in colour, but don’t be fooled 
as the apparent lightness of colour is not an indication of a lightweight wine. Pure, expressive Pinot Noir, fresh with subtle smooth 
structures, these are firm favourites which get better all the time and offer fabulous value for money.

Last year, we gave you a hint that the Matrot fiefdom was spreading, with new Pinot Noir vineyards in Maranges, to the south of 
Chassagne, and Saint Aubin, where until now Matrot has been making only white wines. Thierry knows the potential of these soils, 
and also understands the reluctance of many customers to branch away from their comfort zones of Meursault, Puligny and Volnay, 
however he is prepared to bide his time, knowing that the short vintages and rising prices in the past few years will oblige true 
Burgundy lovers to broaden their minds. 

In line with almost every Burgundian grower in 2012, the individual yields from each Matrot vineyard make for depressing reading: 
60% down in Meursault Charmes; a huge 90% down in Auxey Duresses, Santenay and Monthélie and 75% loss in Blagny Rouge; 
overall Thierry estimates that the 2012 vintage is some 70% down on an average year. Ever the optimist, however, he points out 
that of the two hail storms, one in June and one in August, the June one was not really a problem because although it destroyed 
much of the fruit and the leaves, as it was still relatively early in the vines’ vegetative cycle they regrew their leaves and were able to 
photosynthesize as normal and in spite of having suffered from almost everything else in the book, Thierry proudly pointed out that 
he had absolutely no rot whatsoever.

The wines are extraordinarily expressive in 2012 and we wholeheartedly recommend them to you. 

WHITE WINES

Bourgogne Chardonnay (screwcap)  2012  £110

Pale gold with sweet, fresh, juicy white stone fruits on the nose as well as a hint of exotic spices and pain d’épice, leading to a 
delicious palate of light floral white fruits, spiced with a very distant hint of tropical fruit, fresh and succulent. Really good. 
Drink 2014 - 2016

Saint Romain  2012  £160

Pale gold with a fresh, juicy, white fruit nose, creamy and sweet with a hint of allspice, lightly tropical and a distant hint of grilled 
notes from the 15% new barrels. Sweet juicy white fruits on the palate, plump with a light tropical note and racy acidity for 
backbone, linear and fresh, really lovely wine. Drink 2014 - 2017

 £ per case
 in bond
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St Aubin 1er Cru Fleurs des Côteaux  2012 LOW STOCK £230

Pale gold with a sweet, white fruit nose with a light, grilled new wood note behind, leading to a lemon-fresh palate, creamy and juicy 
with a hint of exotic spice behind, initially very tight but then opening up to a long, smooth finish. Very approachable already. 
Drink 2014 - 2017

Meursault  2012  £310

No new oak. Pale gold with fresh, juicy, layered white fruits on the nose, lovely complexity, leading to a racy, citrus palate, less plump 
than the nose implies, creamy with some spice behind going to a long, fresh, mouth-watering finish. Delicious. Drink 2016 - 2020

Meursault 1er Cru Blagny  2012  £415 
Bright gold with sweet , plump white fruit on the nose, tight and racy, mineral with a buttery hint. Fresh, saline, white stone fruits on 
the palate, racy and juicy with some grilled citrus fruit notes behind, layered, rich and creamy on the finish. Very satisfying. 
Drink 2016 - 2021

Meursault 1er Cru Charmes  2012  £455

Deeper gold with a broad, floral nose, sweet and very alluring, overt even, spiced, leading to a gorgeously linear palate, mineral and 
tight with hints of pain d’épice, exotic spices too and toasty grilled almond notes, going to a long, racy, balanced finish. Wow! 
Drink 2017 - 2021+

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru La Quintessence  2012 VERY LOW STOCK £455

Bright gold with a rich nose of spicy fruit, grilled, overt and really attractive with a very distant orange peel note. On the palate 
beautifully wrought fruit, dense with lemony acidity behind the crème pâtissière, racy, spiced and very long on the finish. Really flirty 
wine. Drink 2017 - 2021+

RED WINES

Bourgogne Pinot Noir (screwcap)  2012  £125

Bright, vibrant black red with lovely sweet Pinot fruit on the nose, juicy and fresh, very classic, leading to a sweet, jammy, crunchy 
palate of red fruits, easy with really lovely, clear cut Pinot Noir on the finish. Drink 2014 - 2016

Maranges Vieilles Vignes (screwcap)  2012 NEW! £150

A relatively new appellation dating from 1988, just to the south of Santenay, producing principally red wine in a similar style; Matrot’s 
vines here are between 50 and 80 years old. Vibrant red black with a nose of sweet, sappy Pinot fruit, crunchy and fresh, leading to a 
rich palate of spiced black fruits with lovely concentration, ripe with lovely supple tannins behind and a long finish. Delicious. 
Drink 2015 - 2017

 £ per case
 in bond

 £ per case
 in bond
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Saint-Aubin Rouge 1er Cru en Créots  2012  £180

Right in the heart of the St Aubin appellation, on the western margin of the village; this is the fourth year that the Matrots have 
made this wine, using fruit bought directly from the grower. Bright, vibrant red black with a pretty nose of lightly spiced red berry 
fruit, sweet and attractive, leading to a juicy palate of spiced redcurrants, succulent with lovely fresh acidity, floral and fresh - Thierry 
describes this as a ‘vin d’été’ - a summer wine; a perfect description. Drink 2014 - 2017

Auxey Duresses Rouge  2012  £200

Vibrant deep red black in colour with lovely red berry fruit on the nose, a hint of beet, jammy and juicy with some succulent crème 
pâtissière notes too. On the palate perfumed black fruit, roses, sweet and ripe with gorgeously alluring fruit behind, tarry and spiced 
and deliciously fresh right to the end of its long, perfumed finish. Superb. Drink 2016 - 2019

Blagny 1er Cru la Pièce sous le Bois  2012  £355

Production was just 13 hl / ha compared to the more normal 40 hl/ha, again due to the hail. Vibrant red black with a nose of juicy 
bright red berry fruit, sweet and fresh with a distant exotic, spiced note leading to a palate of sweet, rich, earthy and mineral notes, 
very pretty with fine ripe tannins behind and going to a long, elegant, floral finish. Stunningly refined. Drink 2016 - 2020+

Volnay 1er Cru Santenots  2012 SOLD OUT £355

A mere 9 hl / ha produced here - in place of the more normal 35-40 hl. Deep purple black to the rim with a nose of sweet, tarry 
black fruit, spiced and concentrated, deliciously attractive, leading to a palate of big, leafy black fruit, with Pinot perfume, sweet and 
ripe with beautifully structured tannins, perfumed and exotic on the long finish, more muscular than usual but very alluring too. 
Drink 2017 - 2021+

 £ per case
 in bond

Terms and Conditions for En Primeur Purchases
Wines purchased “en primeur” i.e. prior to being bottled and shipped, will be delivered up to 18 months after release, depending on the region. 2012 Burgundies will be 
shipped in Spring and Autumn 2014.

Prices for wines sold en primeur are quoted “in bond”, exclusive of UK Duty, VAT and onward delivery but including shipping. Payment terms are 30 days from date of 
invoice. Unless otherwise stated, prices quoted are per case of 12 bottles (12x75cl). 

Cancellation of an order for en primeur wines will be accepted by Private Cellar only if made within seven working days from receipt of your invoice, in writing, to The 
Estate Office, Kentford Lodge, Kentford, Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 7QS.

Wines are offered subject to availability and may be subject to allocation. Please confirm your eventual delivery instructions at the time of your order. When shipped, your 
wines can be delivered to you and you will be invoiced for Duty, delivery and VAT at the prevailing rate. Alternatively, your wines can be stored in bond in the Private Cellar 
Reserves LLP account at the specialist wine storage facility, Vinothèque, for an annual storage fee.

Orders for en primeur wines may be made by telephone, e-mail or post and confirmation of your order or allocation will be on the issue of our invoice.

Please visit www.privatecellar.co.uk for our full terms & conditions E&OE
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Vintage RepoRt

Visiting Burgundy in November to taste the 2012 vintage, armed with reports of the growing season, we were not sure what to 
expect. At the time of our visit in 2012, just after the harvest, the growers were pleasantly surprised by the quality of the fruit in 
their vats but unsure as to how the wines would evolve. Happily, they have ended up with something quite exceptional. During 
gentle élévage in carefully managed oak, the wines have all grown up beautifully, lovely and plump, even sleek, in both Côtes de Nuits 
and Beaune, reds and whites. Deeply fruited, fresh, with good levels of alcohol, amazingly supple tannins in the reds and wonderful, 
almost exotic yet racy fruit for the whites, these are wines which have defied the odds and will make lovely old bones. Certainly 
better than the 2011s, they have the plump fruit and ultra-ripe tannins of the 2009s balanced by the purity and freshness of the 
2010s. 

For much of the first decade of the 21st Century, Burgundy luxuriated in fine growing seasons, giving good to great wines year on 
year. The second decade, however, has sent some seriously challenging conditions to test the growers, with topsy-turvy growing 
seasons, spectacular frosts and freak lightening, so it was no surprise perhaps that the 2012 growing season should be anything other 
than standard. 

The winter was not particularly harsh bar a welcome cold period in February when temperatures dropped to -15°C, with a warm, 
mild March when the buds began to swell early, indicating the possibility of an early harvest. This optimism was soon dashed by a 
cold, wet April and a soggy May. Flowering was in the early part of June and although it started with good weather this gave way to 
yet more heavy rain and low temperatures. The earlier flowering vines fared best with good fruit set, but the later vines struggled 
in the poor weather, with older, less vigorous vines particularly hard hit. Coulure, when flowers abort before setting, and millérandage, 
when the flowers set but don’t subsequently develop, were commonplace, and to add insult to injury mildew was spotted on the 
nascent bunches. 

The harvest was already announcing itself as a small one. 

To exacerbate the already small potential crop, 30th June brought a major hail storm to the Côte de Beaune, affecting Chevalier and 
Bâtard Montrachet particularly, as well as Meursault, Pommard and Volnay. This was followed by a further, more damaging hail storm 
on 1st August which hit many of the same vineyards again with even more power, taking up to 100% of the fruit in some Pommard 
and Volnay plots. 

Late July and August were mostly fine, with hot, sunny days (interspersed by hail) and harvest began in mid-September. One positive 
to come from the tiny yields was that the remaining fruit continued to ripen to full maturity, with the growers given the luxury of 
choosing their harvest date rather than having to squeeze it in between rain storms. Added to this, the investment which several 
domaines made this year in a vibrating sorting table (some €45,000 of equipment) paid off in spades, helping to steer the millérandé 
and desiccated grapes away from the tanks. 

The scarcity of the wines will be a problem, both for wine lovers and, much more importantly, for the growers, whose livelihoods 
have been cut by up to 70% or more by the adverse weather conditions in successive vintages. Price rises, held in check for the 2011 
vintage, are inevitable following a similarly difficult season in 2013. None of this, however, should detract from the wines themselves 
which are truly impressive and will drink brilliantly in the medium to longer term - if allowed to age - given how seductive they are 
now.

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW
February 2014
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Our Contact Details
to place an order or for advice and assistance in choosing your wines

 
  Andrew Gordon T: 01353 977 995 M: 07795 973 371 E: andrew@privatecellar.co.uk

James Naylor T: 01353 721 993 M: 07920 096 707 E: james@privatecellar.co.uk

Amanda Skinner T: 01353 721 608 M: 07920 080 042 E: amanda@privatecellar.co.uk

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW T: 01962 774 959 M: 07889 598 577 E: nicola@privatecellar.co.uk

Laura Taylor T: 01353 977 997 M: 07702 905 137 E: laura@privatecellar.co.uk

Camilla Shepherd T: 01353 721 999 M: 07919 095 799 E: camilla@privatecellar.co.uk

www.privatecellar.co.uk

The cover photograph of Thierry Matrot was taken by Kumiko Hirakawa 
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www.privatecellar.co.uk


